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Spring is Coming! 

Phew! It’s been a busy winter season full of 
great info at local annual meetings, grower info 
sessions, workshops and the OSCIA AGM and 
Annual Conference. Hopefully you’ve had a 
chance to get out and learn something new.  !
This spring edition of goldenhorseshoe 
continues with that theme of bringing you great 
info as we gear up for #plant17. This is our 
FarmSmart review edition and there are a 
couple of articles from FarmSmart and 
CompactionSmart that highlight some of the 
key learnings about managing soil health and 
using controlled traffic to avoid soil 
compaction.  Holmes Agro Agronomist, Travis 
Clarke, shares his knowledge about applying 
4R’s nutrient management to your farm in an 
article he authored. As usual, CropTalk is full of 
great info, from soil health and cover crop 
management to a variety of articles about 
managing nutrients in cash crops. And, Norfolk 
Soil & Crop shares their findings in year 2 of 
their work investigating the viability of cover 
crops in a cropping system.  !
Your local counties are also busy preparing for 
some spring and early summer events, so watch 
the website for more info as it becomes 
available.   !
Spring is just around the corner, so it’s time to 
finish planning and to put those new learnings 
into action. !
Happy Planting! 

Janice J. 
(h) 519-856-2591 (c) 519-994-8619 
E: ghscia@hotmail.com 
T: @GHSCIA 
W: www.ghscia.me
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!Greetings from the President & Provincial Director 

It has been a busy two months to start this exciting Provincial 
Director role, with 8 annual local county meetings and the 
provincial AGM in London to cap it all off the first week in 
February.  Thanks to John Sikkens for his service in this 
position over the past few years!!!
Soil health and phosphorus is a major focus at this time for the 
Soil and Crop organization.  The information from meetings this 
winter clearly shows that when soil health improves, the 
phosphorus level in Lake Erie will decrease.!!
As more and more warm weather approaches, it's a kick in the 
pants to get everything ready for spring (equipment, paperwork, 
accounting, agronomy plans, etc).!
 
Have a safe and successful #plant17!!
- Steve Sickle!!!
Around the Horseshoe!
Niagara North Soil & Crop Equipment Rentals!

1.  Lime spreader – 3 tonne capacity!
Contact Robert Cosby   905-957-0147!
Narrow row spreader for grapes!

2. No-till corn planter – John Deere 6 row 30”, Overhauled in 2016!
$12.00 per acre – “BEE”  friendly!
Contact John VanderWerff     905-957-3569!

3. 3 shank sub soiler & 5 shank sub soiler!
Contact John Sikkens   905-536-7521!

To rent this equipment you will need a valid club membership card available for $30 per year, or be a 
member in good standing of another county.!

Contact Ingrid Sikkens    905-386-6507!

Coming Events:!

March 30! Halton Agricultural Forum!

April 4 or 5! Peel Bus Tour to Lindsay/Peterborough Area!

April 5! ! Haldimand Spring Grower Meeting!

Watch the website for more details www.ghscia.me 
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4R – Nutrient Stewardship!
Travis Clarke CCA-ON, Holmes Agro!

The 4R nutrient stewardship approach is built on 3 pillars; environmental, economical, and 
social. It is a science based system that includes best management practices to increase 
production and profitability while enhancing environmental protection.  This is achieved by 
improving soil health through cover crops, soil amendments, crop rotation, as well as matching 
nutrient supply with the crop requirements, thus minimizing nutrient losses to the environment.   
As an industry, production needs to be increased to feed a growing population, using less farm 
land, while leaving the farm land and the environment in the same condition or better than when 
we started.  With increasing and improving technology, informed decisions regarding the products 
that are being used, as well as the rate, time, and placement of these products can be used to 
increased production and a greater return. Technology can represent any tools that are being 
used within a grower’s operation to enhance production and reduce environmental impacts.  
Such tools could include precision soil sampling, homogenous fertilizer products, GPS, cover 
crops, application methods, etc.   As the agriculture industry continues to change, new 
technologies become available, CCA agronomists and growers need to continue to educate 
themselves, as well as communicate and educate the general public and consumers. !

The 4R approach is ongoing throughout the year; fall is the time when final assessments are 
completed of the past year in regards to products and technology used, evaluating what worked 
or what may need to be changed.  At this time a crop rotation is established and a soil sampling 
strategy is generated for once the crop is harvested.  By performing precision soil sampling, 
either zone or grid, variability across a field or farm can be discovered, as well as hidden hungers 
uncovered.  Every 4R fertilizer approach should start with a soil sample and a discussion around 
soil pH.  The majority of crops that are grown require a pH around 6.8, this is also where the 

majority of nutrients are the most plant available.  
Soil sampling early in the fall, allows for 
adequate time to perform all of the variable rate 
application of lime as well as nutrients, such as 
calcium, magnesium, potassium, and 
phosphorous.  The 4R approach does not strictly 
pertain to fertilizer used and placement.  It must 
be ensured that nutrients applied to the farm are 
kept on the farm.  Early harvested fields should 
have a cover crop established which will help 
with soil health, soil organic matter, reduced 
erosion, and help hold the nutrients that have 
been applied on the field. 

Strip tillage in the fall to place nutrients in a concentrated 
band below the soil surface, allowing for crop residue to be left 
on the surface

continued on page 5…



Compost applications will also ensure nutrients as well as organic matter are being added or 
retained to the farm operation. In the fall, strip tillage can be used to place fertilizer nutrients in a 
band below the soil surface.  By placing the nutrients in a band the fertilizer is concentrated in the 
crop row, as well, the nutrients are placed below the surface to prevent loss as well as allow for 
crop residue to remain on the soil surface.   !

After all the fall work has been completed regarding soil sampling, cover crops, and variable rate 
applications; winter is the time to finalize and discuss fertilizer programs for the next year.  
Fertilizer programs begin with picking the right source, then deciding when to apply it, how to 
apply it and at what rate, to ensure the right nutrient is applied in plant available form to meet the 
growing crops needs.  There should be a discussion regarding all of the sources that are 
available to the grower including inhibitors, slow release products, split applications, homogenous 
products that contain multiple nutrients, foliar nutrients, etc.  After nutrient applications have been 
made, it is the time to monitor the health of the crop to assess what has been applied.  The best 
tools to monitor in-season are crop scouting, plant tissue samples, as well as drones or other 
sensors to see if the plant is deficient, sufficient, or excessive in nutrients.  If a field is deficient, a 
foliar or topdress application can be made in season, if a field has excessive nutrient content, the 
fertilizer program can be adjusted for the following year.  Once the in-season assessments have 
been completed the cycle will start over again in fall during harvest.  Again, starting with finalizing 
the assessment of the past growing season, and discussing crop rotation and soil sampling 
strategy.  !

Throughout the entire process, a 
good record keeping system needs 
to be put in place to keep track of 
what has been applied to each field.  
CCA agronomists and growers need 
to ensure that on farm nutrient 
placement and applications are 
monitored and recorded to reduce 
nutrient movement off farm.  Once a 
nutrient plan has been created and 
applied; sources used, application 
timing, rates, and placement method 
should be recorded to ensure that 
the 3 pillars, environmental, 
economic, and social, are met.  The 
grower paid for the crop inputs and 
nutrients, so let’s keep them on the 
farm, to ensure best possible 
production and return on investment. 

continued from page 4…
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Topdress of homogenous nitrogen & sulphur fertilizer to winter wheat to match 
growing crop demand to nutrient application timing
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Halton Region Agricultural Forum 

“The Dirt on Soil Health” 
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Featured Speakers and Topics !
The Importance of Soil Health 
Adam Hayes – Soil Management Specialist, 
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food and 
Rural Affairs !
Adam has devoted more than 30 years of his career 
towards research and education in soil health and 
conservation practices.  He was the first recipient 
of the Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement 
Association Soil Champion Award (2014).   In 
2016, he was presented with the Soil Conservation 
Council of Canada - L.B. Thomson Conservation 
Award for his extensive contributions to improving 
soil and water conservation on a Regional level. !
Putting Soil Health into Practice 
Tyler Vollmershausen – Vollmershausen Farms 
Ltd., Innerkip (Oxford County)  !
The Vollmershausens have been farming near 
Innerkip for six generations and focus on edible 
bean production.  Several years ago, Tyler attended 
a presentation on soil health which has completely 
transformed his approach towards soil 
management.   He was presented with the Ontario 
Soil and Crop Improvement Association Soil 
Champion Award in 2016.   !
Dan Breckon - Woodrill Ltd., Guelph  
Dan is an agronomist with Woodrill Ltd, a full 
service crop input supply company and grain 
elevator business serving the farming community 
in central southern Ontario.  Dan has a passion for 
combining historical soils information and 
technology to optimize the farm scale agronomics 
for growing crops in central southern Ontario.  

Thursday, March 30, 2017 
7 – 9 p.m.  

Country Heritage Park 
(Gambrel Barn) 

8560 Tremaine Rd., Milton !
Register today for the 5th annual Agricultural 
Forum!  Join us for an exciting learning and 
networking opportunity. This year’s forum 
features: !

• The importance of soil health as the 
key to sustainable crop production.  
Healthy soils are more resilient, 
cycle nutrients better and are more 
productive.  

• Putting “soil health” into practice as 
healthy soils are more resilient to 
adverse weather, assist with 
greenhouse gas mitigation and 
sequestration, resist soil erosion and 
produce greater yields.   !

To register online, visit halton.ca/farm or 
dial 311 !
For more information please contact:  
Anna DeMarchi-Meyers  
anna.demarchi-meyers@halton.ca  
905-825-6000 ext. 7574  
1-866-442-5866  

mailto:anna.demarchi-meyers@halton.ca
mailto:anna.demarchi-meyers@halton.ca
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Planting Into Green!!
Karen Dallimore!
karen.dallimore@gmail.com!
519-855-1127!
http://horsebackwriter.net!
@Horsebackwriter!!
If you ask Lucas Criswell why he plants into green, he’ll 
tell you it’s because he likes to fail big, especially near 
the road. But seriously, is it because the crop service tells 
him to? Or because the neighbours are doing it, or is he 
being paid to do it?!!
As it turns out, those may all be good reasons but he’d 
do it anyway. In fact, he’s been planting green for so long 
he shared with the audience at FarmSmart and 
CompactionSmart 2017 that he’s kind of forgotten what 
compaction is. !!
Criswell has just turned 40, growing up using the 
moldboard plow, bouncing along in the tractor behind his 
Dad. For the past 25 years their 1,800 acre farm - 
Criswell Acres in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania - has been no 
till, with cover crops for 15 years and precision agriculture 
for the last ten. !!
“Since we’ve gotten away from tillage, compaction is not 
at the forefront,” reported Criswell. “All we need is a little 
root and let nature take its course.” A rye root, for 
example, can exert pressure up to 350 psi, something 
that no tillage equipment can duplicate. !!
Compaction is basically soil structure degradation. Bulk 
density is increased in compacted soil while porosity is 
reduced. Criswell uses a whole system approach that builds up the soil, reducing compaction by 
using a combination of no-till with green cover so the soil can mitigate that pass with equipment. !!
The ‘system’ is continuously changing as Criswell gathers ideas from conferences and 
neighbours. No-till is what he calls a tool, but suggests that we may not be gaining enough
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using no-till alone. He’s counting on green cover to regenerate, diversify, rebuild and protect his 
soil, “the biggest asset on their farm.” !!
His system seems to be working. Compaction and infiltration go hand-in-hand, with erosion 
stemming from an infiltration problem caused by compaction. When an eight-inch, one hour rain 
event just about washed the house away, his fields didn’t move.!!
Criswell refers to planting into green covers as another tool, just like no-till. His main cover crop is 
rye, which isn’t a problem if it’s knee high but he admits that once it’s waist high and lignified it’s 
an issue. His equipment now includes an invented front-mounted roller that he said will make 
mini-round bales if you try to plant against the grain. But the biggest problem planting into covers 
is the root effect, similar to sod. He’s coming back around to using a closing wheel, finding new 
use for an old planter. !!
Pest management is a huge part of the soil re-building process. He doesn’t believe that old 
saying ‘the only good bug is a dead bug’: don’t just dump insecticide in because you’re making a 
pass, know the consequences and use thresholds. Insecticides are expensive and deadly – don’t 
kill everything, be selective, and scout. At the same time he’s also creating a habitat to bring back 
beneficials such as spiders. What about slugs? Plant into green and they’ll have something else 
to eat, says Criswell. ! !

The same applies for minerals: 
Criswell doesn’t just ‘add it’ based on 
a soil test. He’d rather keep that 
money in his pocket. As for weeds, 
that’s nature’s way of protecting that 
soil. Above all, find an agronomist that 
has your back, one that will help you 
decide what not to use. !!
Last year his system included 
importing two million gallons of hog 
manure, spread evenly on every acre 
to reduce the risk of runoff or 
leaching. He’ll spread 40 to 60 feet 
wide, making fewer trips to the field, 
mapping the whole application. That 
kind of data will be huge in the future, 
said Criswell, not to mention that the 
environmental protection 
representative was impressed.
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His latest cover crop planting was a mixture of rye, oats, winter peas, vetch, and crimson clover. 
Those “green things” are like solar panels for the soil: once the soybeans are harvested the 
growing season doesn’t just stop. He wants to utilize that sunshine and the resulting 
improvement in biology will help to feed the next crop. !!
For his cash crops he doesn’t get forced into a ‘this is what you grow’ mentality. For the typical 
rotation, he suggests that!
CC/SS/WW works better than C/S/W, giving a longer rest in between. He does caution that corn 
and rye don’t belong together but he’ll plant soybean into thin, six-inch high, 30-pound rye.!!
What about growing forage peas and canola, harvesting two crops at once? “Think outside the 
box,” he says, “there are markets there.” Think about companion planting, a concept that native 
Indians used with corn, beans and squash. What can we grow with corn and soybeans?!!
We just need to feed the biology and let that feed our crops, says Criswell. If you build it, they will 
come.!!
©2017 K. Dallimore. All Rights Reserved.!

!
Building a Controlled Traffic Farming System!!
Karen Dallimore!
karen.dallimore@gmail.com!
519-855-1127!
http://horsebackwriter.net!
@Horsebackwriter!!
Near Three Hills Alberta, a herd of antelope wanders across a crop field. They don’t just wander 
anywhere though, they stay on the tramlines to get from A to B, the packed down field roadways 

where the farm equipment travels. It seems natural 
for them to walk there, just like it seems natural to 
Steve Larocque to drive there to perform his field 
operations.!!
In agriculture it’s called Controlled Traffic Farming – 
CTF – and Larocque, an independent crop advisor 
with his company Beyond Agronomy and now in his 
tenth year of farming, is a strong supporter of the 
system. There’s lots of talk about the chemical and 
biological side of soil,!!

continued from page 8…

continued on page 10…
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he told the audience at both 2017 CompactionSmart and FarmSmart conferences, but what 
about the physical side? If a soil is packed hard there is no “condo space” for biological activity to 
occur.!!
The concept of CTF is to have all machinery travel on the same tracks, all the time. While 
compaction is inevitable, especially from heavy grain carts during harvest, keeping in the same 
tracks means that only 14 percent of the field is affected with no till/CTF, as opposed to an 82 
percent footprint with conventional tillage and 46 percent for no-till alone (Rainbow & Derpsch). 
The result is a field effectively separated into two zones, one where he drives and one where the 
crops grow.!!
Any machinery 
over 10 tons per 
axle is known to 
cause compaction 
resulting in 
reduced water 
infiltration and 
availability, 
reduced 
earthworm 
population, an 
increase in the 
power needed for 
tillage or planting 
and reduced crop 
yield. !!
Machinery has 
become huge, said 
Larocque. A JD 
4940 sprayer 
weighs 17.8 tons 
dry, a Case 535 
4WD tractor is 21 tons, or a NH 9.90 combine is 19.3 tons empty, straight out of the factory.  
Carts have now reached up to 1300-bushel capacity. Add an implement and factor in that field 
operations don’t always happen at optimal times and his case for CTF becomes clearer.!!
Doesn’t the freeze/thaw cycle look after compaction? In the top few inches it will, but not once 
you get five or six inches down. His soil is heavy clay, high in magnesium, really sticky and 
vulnerable to packing, but even high organic matter soil can pack. The top two inches may seem 
fluffy but there can be a plated, brick mess underneath even without high traffic.!!

continued from page 9…

continued on page 11…
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Laroque adopted CTF seven years ago, and while he says there will be a lag time of a few years 
until the benefits become apparent, depending on the state of the soil, the two zones will become 
visibly different. Driving 20 feet off the tramline one time his tractor made a depression seven 
inches when it had only depressed the tramline one inch. One inch seems normal until you see 
an area not packed down for comparison.!!
You’ll need a tape measure to get started and RTK capability. Start with the combine header and 
work back, going to a 30, 35 or 40-foot width. Thirty feet seems to work well, says Larocque. 
Factor in an even residue spread, comfortably 30 to 40 feet for straw, and fine tune the efficiency 
from there. A typical system would have a 30 foot seed drill, 90 foot spray boom and 30 foot 
combine header, or go 70:105:35. A system ratio of 80:120:40 can work too but when you get up 
to 40 feet the extension arms to load the bins can get a little challenging.!!
Larocque created an offset hitch to move the drill side-to-side, overcoming the issue of seeding 
directly over the previous year’s residue while moving down permanent tramlines. He’ll plant into 
16 inches of standing stubble (not for the faint of heart, he admits) and place the seed right 
beside last year’s row, in an area where the soil becomes like ‘fence-row’ farming: an ideal place 
where moisture and nutrients are trapped. Doing this he has saved up to $20 per acre on canola 
seed through an increase in germination.!!
Having the tramlines makes it easier to navigate a field after a rain, as long as you don’t go off 
them. As far as weeds go, he has found his weed population has been dropping since the seeds 
stay on the surface in his no-till operation and don’t get pressed into the soil to germinate.!!
But he admits it’s not all sunshine and rainbows. Getting set up means measuring every piece of 
equipment accurately. It has been hard to buy CTF ready equipment but he’s seeing more 
become available. Harvest logistics can be challenging with bigger fields, resulting in the need for 
temporary headlands. The residue can be difficult to manage after harvest and tramline erosion 
needs to be addressed by always ensuring a cover of residue on the traffic lane. !!
Overall though, CTF is paying the bills. “It’s a system; it takes time,” says Larocque. Some soils 
don’t repair as quickly but he predicts a five to seven percent yield increase in the third year.!!
©2017 K. Dallimore. All Rights Reserved.!
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#FarmSmart17!
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#CompactionSmart!

For more, search #FarmSmart17!
and #CompactionSmart
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Systems Approach to Cover Crops: Year Two (of Three)!
Norfolk Soil & Crop Improvement Association!

In 2015, Norfolk Soil and Crop undertook a project to determine the viability of cover crops in 
relation to our varied crops (corn, soys, small grains and a myriad of horticulture crops) and soil 
types (primarily sand). With an extended fall; 2015 cover crop interseeded into corn, across all trial 
locations, was excellent. The mild winter allowed for vigorous spring growth, which presented its 
own challenges.!

2015 Observations:!

• Less is more: more than 15 pounds broadcast is not needed, and leads to higher input costs!

• Earlier, rather than later: V4-V5 made for a more consistent rate of germination, when 
compared to anything applied at a later corn stage!

For 2016, the Committee decided to repeat the corn interseed project: fine tune timing along with 
seeding rates when going into corn. Due to the lack of moisture, many of the plots had poor (if any) 
timely emergence of the interseeded crop. The drought, much to our surprise, had a greater 
negative impact for germination and establishment on clay than on the sand soils. This generated a 
limited amount of data, results and opinion. 2017 is hopefully better.!

The Port Rowan site was chosen for a “plant green” experiment due to timing, crop rotation, and 
excellent over-wintering of the 2015 cover crop (Fig.1). The goal here was to conserve soil 
moisture and suppress weed germination (namely: glyphosate tolerant fleabane) due to an ample 
mulch layer from the terminated cover crop (Fig.2).!

Figure 1. Overwintered Annual Ryegrass and Clover (Port Rowan 
Location)

Figure 2. Mulch Layer of Corn Stover and Annual Ryegrass w/ 
soybean emergence (Pt Rowan)
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“Planting Green” was done with a John Deere 1790CCS planter (24 rows, 20” spacing, 210k sds/
acre); with no-till check blocks on either side of the plot. Issues arise when planting green: row 
closure being the primary one.  Application of glyphosate (RoundUp WeatherMax, 1.5L/ac) and 
AMS (1L/ac) was applied three days before planting, with the cover completely dead in eight to 
nine days. This resulted in an excellent mulch layer, when also taking into account the stover 
from the previous corn crop. Fleabane was not seen in the plot until mid-August.!

Yield check was taken:!

!
!
!
!
2016 Observations:!

• Drought Hurts: Heavy soil crusting, from the summer drought, impeded proper germination 
on the clay soils. The sandy soils had a much higher rate of success (Fig.3). Timely rains, 
when and where they did come, definitely helped!

• Planting Green Takes Effort: Row closure, proper down pressure and planting speed, 
along with timely cover kill are all management points that need to be focused on.!

With 2017 (Year Three) ahead of us, the committee has agreed to continue to work on a set of 
Best Management 
Practices (timing, 
rates, species) for 
interseeding into corn 
on Norfolk sands. 
Soil tilth, worm 
activity, compaction 
mitigation as well as 
overall ROI on the 
test sites will also be 
monitored and 
measured.

Plant Green 
(Avg)

Check!
(Avg)

Yield 43.9 54.6

   

Moisture 14.3 12.1

Figure 3. Post Harvest Plant Stand (Delhi Location)
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Many thanks go to all who cooperated with a trying 2016 season:!

Heritage Lane Farms (Langton): Plot Location!

Petker Farms Inc. (Port Rowan): Plot Location!

Ruppert Farms Inc. (Delhi): Plot Location!

Robinson Agraservices (Courtland): Plot Location!

Norfolk Cover Crop (Port Rowan): Seed and Analysis!

OSCIA: Tier 1 Grant!

!
Appendix A.!

Cover Crops in an Organic Horticulture Production System (Heritage Lane Produce)!

In 2016 two different cover crop seed mixes 
was used.  Mix 1 was 2 bushels of oats/acre 
and Mix 2 was 1 bushel of oats, 4lbs annual 
rye grass and 3 lbs white clover/acre.  Both 
mixes was applied on the same day to the 
same planting of cauliflower.  The seed was 
mixed with side-dress fertilizer and applied via 
John Blue side-dresser on a Farmall C. !
The reason for choosing other seed species 
was because in 2015, while the oats 
established under the cabbage crop (Fig.1), it 
did not under the more densely shaded 
cauliflower and broccoli crops.  The thought 
was that annual rye grass and clover being a 
small seeded, slower growing species that it 
would establish and stay dormant until the 
crop canopy is removed via harvest at which 
time it would start to re-grow.  Fig.2 shows just 
that. The 4 rows on the left (oat, ryegrass, 
clover mix) shows the green ryegrass and 
clovers (not visible in the picture) while the 4 
rows on the right (oats) shows that there is 
only spotty oat establishment.

Figure 1. 2015 Oats Under Cabbage
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Figure 3 shows the results from under-seeding 
squash with 12 lbs white clover/acre in mid August 
after crop was fully vined.  After the crop was 
harvested (Sept. 15) the vines were chopped and 
rye no-till into squash stubble.  Results varied 
(patchy establishment).  !
My theory:  I am ruling out lack of moisture due to 
the regular irrigations that took place and believe 
the patchiness could be due to the crop stage in 
which the clover was spread.  At full vine and 
foliage much of the seed was captured by the 
foliage itself and failed to make contact with the 
soil.  After a rain event the seed washed to the soil 
surface and pooled in patches.  A better approach 
for 2017 will be to broadcast seed earlier prior to the 
last cultivation and incorporate.!

2017:  I will evaluate the spring re-growth of the 
annual rye and clover and determine whether it 
is a cover crop that has a place in an organic 
system.  Such issues as ease of incorporation 
and pest problems affecting the next crop are a 
concern in an organic system when a green 
crop is allowed to grow through the winter and 
remerge the following spring.  !
I will once again under-seed the squash crop to 
clover and following my own recommendations 
mentioned above. !

Figure 2. Annual Ryegrass under Cabbage, Broccoli (2016, 
South Langton Location

Figure 3. White Clover, Cereal Rye, Tillage Radish post harvest 
(South Langton Location)
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